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Statehouse passes anti-hazing law
By
Nancy Roberson
and Chris Howard
A new law passed by the Boston Statehouse makes hazing illegal. In effect, hazing is a method of initiation into a student
organization that subjects a person to
indignity, humilitation, shame or disgrace. The law also forbids brutality,
such as: whipping, beating, exposure to
the elements, forced consumption of food
or liquor, or any other activity that is
detrimental to a person's health or safety.
When asked for his opinions on the
hazing issue, Paul Fitzpatrick, pledgemaster of Alpha Upsilon, said that he
believed the law might control hazing,
but he's not sure how it will be effectively
enforced. Paul also wondered who would
be the judge of " who's doing the right
type of tJ.azing and who's doing the wrong

type of hazing." He does, however, agree
with the section of the law that forbids
brutality. Paul has also written a letter to
the editor further explaining his views,
Students polled around the campus
called hazing stupid, dangerous, humiliating, and ridiculous. One student was
quoted as saying, "After all, it has caused
deaths.~· Many students feel that people
shouldn't be put through this type of
thing just to join a fraternity of sorority.
Vice President Deep feels that the new
law can't be ignored. It will enhance that
part of the justice system that is lacking
around the college campus. Deep feels
the law needs more explanation though,
and should define in more detail what is
forbidden and what is not.
President Rondilear also gave his opinlon on the matter. He feels that the la~ is
100% sound and that it is much overdue.
He also voiced the opinion that hazing

is an antithesis of the principles that colleges are based upon. According to Rondileau, college is intended to be
thoughtful and caring of people. Hazing
makes people miserable, makes them feel
like fleas, not humans.
In his many years of academia, the
President has seen many terrible tragedies throughout the country and the
world. As he says, hazing appeals to a
person's lowest instincts, such as cruelty.
The law is in line with everything this
institution stands for.
There were other students who felt that
nothing was wrong with the policy of
hazing. It is a person's choice to do it. One
student quipped that "it's funny seeing
people do weird things, but I think it's
stupid. If they're dumb' enough to do it
then they can pay the ·consequences."
Tony Vallon, President of Sigma Chi,
feels that there are no consequences.

Sigma Chi doesn't practice hazing. Their
policy is that there is no need for violence
and embarassment. Sigma Chi plans
their activities with the main emphasis on
socialization.
The new law will definitely affect the
campus. Compliance with, or disobedience of the law will be up to the fraternities and sororities. The law is on the
books, and it is up to these organizations
to deal with it as they see fit and face the
con~equences of their decision.
Editor's note: In the original issue
of The Comment this week the
statements of President Adrian
Rondileau were attributed to Academic Vice President Robert Dillman. This was an error on behalf of
The Comment and we apologize for
any embarrassment this may havP
caused.

Financial

aid

colleagues to discuss his work in Haunts.

BS C's own "dark fantas y" writer
By
Brent Rossi
When you walk into Tillinghast 301,
it looks like your average English Professor's office: bookshelves filled to
capacity and then some, pictures and
framed momentos hung on the walls,
papers stacked high on the filing
cabinet and the desk.
But this is not the office of Professor
Average. Taking a closer look, we see
that the books on the shelves have such
titles as At the .Mountain of Madness,
The Dunwich Horror, and The Dark
Brotherhood. The picture on the wall
is of the Navy's Blue Angels and several military patches are behind a glass
. picture frame. - However, the . man

seated behind the desk is not Professor
Average, but Mike Hurley. Mr. Hurley is definitely far from average.
Mr. Hurley's home state is North
Dakota, where he. attended North
Dakota State University. He also
. attended Indiana State and BSC
before teaching here at Bridgewater.
Mr. Hurley spent ten years in the
Navy, where he went to Navy Journalism School and Officer Candidate
School. Upon leaving OCS, he became
the UN correspondent for arms negotiations in Korea. He also spent time in
Vietnam as Director of Public Affairs
for .the Navy. Upon returning to the
States, he worked in the Pentagon and
was Assistant Director of Public
Affairs of the Southeastern United

States. After leaving. the Navy, he was
the Executive Director of Community
Service Officers for the para professional arm for the Fall River Police
Department; he was also the Chief of
Administration· and Associate Director of Citizens for Citizens, a community action agency in S.E. Mass. Mr.
Hurley began teaching here about two
years ago.
Not so unusual, you may say. But
it's what Mr. Hurley is doing now, in
addition to teaching here, that isn't
your run-of-the-mill thing. Mr. Hurley
writes stories. Still not so unusual.However, he writes about things found
only in your darkest nightmares.
Hurley, pg. 5

On Thursday, October 31st the first of
severa.I Financial Aid disbursements will
be made at the Fiscal Office in Boyden
Hall. Checks will be disbursed to all aid
recipients who have accepted and are currently receiving financial awards from the
following federal and state programs:
Pell, National Direct Student Loan. Tuition Waiver, S.E.O.G., and Adult
Learner. Funds for P.C.E. students and
Mass. State Scholarship recipients will
not be available during this disbursement, but will be released at a future date
in November.
~
The release of funds comes at a critical
time for most students who at this point
in the semester are in need of money to
pay rent, phone and food bills. According
to the Financial Aid bookeeper, Mrs.,
Sally Hampton, checks will be available
for approximately 1,000 day school
undergraduates. This particular disbursement is the earliest release of funds in
several years and was made possible
through the joint efforts of Computer
Services, Fiscal and Financial Aid Offices. Disbursements will continue to be
made during the course of this semester
as soon as funds become available.
Some difficulties traditionally arise
when a student falsely assumes that
he f she will be receiving a check, and find
that there is no money or not as much as
anticipated .. According to Mr. Janey,
Director of Financial Aid, many students
are unaware of the billing proceedure and
it's relationship to financial aid awards.
Although it appears to be a very complex
proceedure, it is quite simplistic in reality.
A student need only know the amount of
aid he/ she is receiving for the semester
(with the exception of work study) and
Disbursement, pg. 5
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"Fra ts deg rade wom en" spar ks resp onse
Delta offers insigh t

Comm entary labele d "unjus t"

Ms. Fecteau
"Women degrade Frats"
Your article on how '"Frats degrade women" is the most one-sided commenHows that fo'f an absurd generalization? It must be pretty good because the
tary I have ever read. It is beyond me how anyone could ever write an article on a
exact reverse "Frats degrade women" was the subject and title of one authors
subject that they obviously know very little about. The article that you wrote, I
letter in last weeks Comment. One would think that a college student like the
believe, is against hazing. First you shouldn't have generalized the way you did,
individual that wrote that letter would have stopped thin.king in such absolutes
and second you should h,ave stuck with your topic.
at age five. I am not writing however for the purpose of making any personal
You had the nerve to write that, "so much for using the argument that
attacks even though myself and my fraternity brothers feel as though we are
fraternities do a lot of good." That statement is most absurd and proved to me
being attacked unjustly. I'm sure that other fraternities and even sororities have
that you know very little about the fraternities on this campus. For instance,
some sort of negative response to such a blatant stereotype.
where were you last Sunday when the Greek Council played softball for 10 hours
The author is constantly quoting an article from Ms. Magazine. She starts out
and ra~ed over$2~00dolla~~rthe
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
bigoingintohow~artkdshe~bythe
March of Dimes. We had a lot of fun
fact that YES some high school senior
but I believe that we did "a lot of
boys who attend coed colleges want to
good." And what abouttheblood molive in coed dorms. Wow what a flabile which comes to the college three
·
grant act of perversion. In fact,
times a year and is run by the Greek
whoever decided to institute coed livCouncil? Or the cold Saturday morning communities must be incredibly
ings that we stood in front of a superPaula Fecteau's article on disof this 1s that the initiation has
perverse! Only a sexually insecure permarket collecting money for The
crimination of females in fraterninothing to do with friendship
son would hold such idiotic beliefs.
Shriver's Institute for retarded childties, in the October 2 I edition of the
between frat brothers after accepCoed living has been a successful and
ren. Does that do a lot of good? Maybe
Comment was SQ realistic, I just had
tance, but the peer pressure
functional part of this college and
you don•t think so, but the Red Cross
to respond.
involved in the process.
many other fine institutions. If I
and the Shriver's Institute must think
I believe the brotherhood exisitI hope I stand for a majority of
wanted to descend to the same level I
fraternities do a lot of good or they
ing in present fraternities in colleges
the female population, here at
would ask simply, why do some
wouldn't be turning to us.
around the country is a valid and
Bridgewater when I say that when I
women want to live in coed dorms?
Ms. Fecteau. I could continue to
important part of university life.
look for qualities in a potential hoyThere are a variety of answers from
write about the good that fraternities
For all of us, the friends we meet at
friend, it isn't because he belongs to
both men and women having nothing
on this campus do, but I think I have
school, could very well be our
a certain fraternity (not that some
to do with sex so lets stop throwing all
proved how absurd that statement of
friends for lift.t~ This brotherhood
fraternity males might have super
kinds of stereotypes around.
yours was.
.
. should be made aware and
characteristics) anQ has a great phoNow that I have gotten the high

Fect·eau's positi on praise d

ha:!'~ n;~bl':: ~!.;;~~·,!~;~~~!·~;~, ''''''"'":~!~:!~~~ :;;t~ ·

you state that a brother can do offenNevertheless, I must take Paula's
sive actions because he always has the
stand when I state that when acerfraternity to hide behind. That is bulltain male wishes to be initiated into
shit. I can't believe that you had the
a certain fraternity, it is demeaning
nerve to write such a absurd statement.
and ridiculous for a pledger to have
A brother might have his fraternity to
to perform those childish acts
hide but he can't always hide behind it.
(wearing funny clothes, walking on
For example, last year the fraternities
"all fours" into the cafeteria). And
here on campus had members holding
this isn't saying that they will even
positions such as: President of the
be formally received into the frater·Senior Class, President of the S.G.A.,
nitycommunity . The saddest aspect
Student Trustee, S.G.A. 2nd Vice
President, Attorney General, Editor in
.\
Chief of the Comment, Manager of the
Ratskeller and the Transit Service, ·Senators of the S. G.A. (9 brothers and
sisters), D.J .s at WBIM etc...
The brothers holding those leadership positions: Are they able to hide behind
their fraternity? No! Because they are in leadership positions, they are unable to
hide behind anyone, although the fraternity would probably be behind them,
just like any friend would support another.
Ms Fecteau, about the fraternities being sexist, you are also wrong. If the
fraternities are so sexist, tell me how 1 was voted into my position, in a group
with a majority male membership. Or how Jeanette Humphrey was voted in as
President of the Greek Council, when she is a member of the only sorority on
campus. I can't speak for Jeanette, but I know l have recieved respect from the
other fraternities ~nd they have never degraded. me.
You also wrote that you would like to see behind the doors of fraternities. I
welcome you to open the door and come visit our meeting, any Sunday night at
7:00 in the Student Council Chambers. I do hope you come to visit, then you
might begin to see fraternities though an open door, and not the distorted key
hole you have been viewing them through.
Kathy Boyd
President, Phi Pi Delta
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son who knows how to treat a l~dy.
In conclusion, I would like to
stress .that I am not personally
against any one member of anyone
fraternity. Being proud of wanting
to join any one of these organizations, is an excellent trait. My main
purpose in writing this was to agree
with some of Miss Fecteau's points
in her article in supporting some of
my own.
Susan Westwood

~chool

senior

_b~!s .~~1:;:k

of

whole fraternal side of this issue_ l

think it's time to inform the general
public as to the purpose of "hazing."
Every fraternity on this and any other
·campus has a certain ritual concerning
the initiation of new members to the
fraternity. In sorrie cases, these rights
seem bazaar and unusual. Some even
cruel. Others are mild and even entertaining. The reason for these rights is
to form a common bond and a sense of
brotherhood, throughout a frat and so
as not to seem sexist a sense of sisterhood throughout a soror:tv. I can tell
you first hand this method works. Thats why it's been arourd'for over I 00 years.
Granted, in some cases, hazing has gotten downright dangerous. It is for this
reason that my fraternity along with others have made necessary adjustments
concerning pledges and other practices. I have spoken with several unbiased
college officials who will back me up on this.
As for "practicing sexual harassment" !et me say now that my fraternity does
not. I feel safe in speaking for other fraternities on this campus especially Sigma
Chi and Phi Pi Delta who have women as a functional part of their fraternities.
As a matter of fact, a woman is president of one fraternity on campus. Anything
worn by a pledge is not meant to offend anyone, especially women. The purpose
of this clothing is the fraternities business but I want to calm down the paranoid
few. Generalizations and stereotypes haven't been around since the beginning of
time. They do nothing ·but display needless prejudice about race religion and
even some organizations that don't deserve this. I sincerely feel that most
fraternities have taken a positive step concerning pledging and related activities.
I also have faith that the majority of people disagree with last weeks Jetter. I
respect her right to an opinion but feel that better sources are needed to make
such accusations towards an institution that has been around and· done more
good than bad for over a century.
Paul W. Fitzpatrick III,
Alpha Upsilon
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Addit ional letter

Everyone.makes them.
If you see a mistake in this paper,
please, help us to correct it
Stop by o'ur office (next to the bookstore) .
Or, contact Mich~lte Lombardo or Roger Ser~ng
at 697-1200, ext. 2158.
.·
.

,,·~.-.. ~

t~~t1~ ·~t ~ill
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REWARD: To any witnesses who are able to identify
the person(s) who might have witnessed my 1974
Ford, Brown Stationwa gon ·hit .in the Commute r
Parking Lot ... located at the farend on the lawn on
W~dnesday, 10/16/85 between the hours. of 8:45 3:30 p.m.Please call if.any informatio n is available.
Mark, 238-3299
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Editorial

The pen is mightier than the bomb
"Students can get involved ... "Yawn, turn the page, go get a
beer, whatever. Does it really matter? The answer is "yes", and this
time the stakes are high. Within the next three weeks, on November
19th and 20t President Reagan and Premier Gorbachev will be
meeting in Geneva to discuss the Arms Race and students can get
involved. Hard to believe? Actually, it is fairly easy. Want to learn
more?
First go over to your desk (bed, sofa, kitchen table, livingroom
~-~!99~W'lh...~•90$i~~g. Thisis Vierryi:tnp.ortant, since
you want what you are about to do to be top quality. Afterall; itwill
be sent to two of the world~s most powerful leaders. Get comfortable. Bring a cup of coffee with you.
Also, it may be helpful if you take an atlas. Take a look at the
world. These huge land mass·es depend on you. Please note the
countries involved (all of them). They are of extreme importance to
world survival~ including your own. Pay special attention to the
ones marked U.S.A. and U.S.S.R. They are the big ones. And,
chances are if you are reading this, you live in the one marked
U.S.A.
O.K., a little background. Once upon a time there wa~ a world
war. And one country got a big bomb. After the war was over, they
had used the big bomb, and then every country wanted one. Soon,
the fad had caught on. Now the world has a bigger problem: what
to do with the bombs? That is why Pres. Reagan and Premier
Gorbachev are going to talk.
Now, pick up a piece of paper and a pen (pencil, crayon, magic
marker). Write down what you think Ron and Mikhail should do.
Many people, including those of us at The Comment, think that
peace would be a good topic for their conversation.
We hope you agree. The subject is not a fairy tale. Your life
depends on it, and ~o do all those countries you looked at. If you
don't think the arms race and peace are important issues, thentry
imaging your house at Nagasaki or Hiroshima in 1945.
Letters will not be opened in Geneva due to bomb threats. Please
send letters to the following:
President Reagan
Y'oUnited States Geneva Summit Team
1600 Pennsylvania Ave.
Washington, DC 20012
1
-,

Premier Gorbachev
%Soviet Union Geneva Summit Team
Soviet Embassy
16th Street
W ashiniton, DC 20012

A sample letter suggested by the Geneva Letter Drive for Peace
can be copied or cut from the paper, signed, and mailed:
Dear President Reagan and Premier Gorbachev,
During you summit talks this November, we students ask you think beyond the politics of today
and consider peace for tomorrow. We urge you to
transcend partisan positions and take bo\d initiatives to ensure long-term global future.
The threat of nuclear war has. cast .a ..datk..paU.t,,:., .,,. . ·..:........,,.."'~""'··-·~~.,,,_... ,..~:ii""'•··.~JP.~
..1 J

over our entire generation .. Many of us look to the
future with foreboding, wondering if there is any
point to planning for next week or next year, let
alone 1995. We ask you to work together to guarentee that nuclear war will never occur.
We ask you to consider strength throu~h peace,
not safety througn increase<i. armaments; . Our
. future, and the future 6f the earth, rests in your
hands. Please help us.
·
Thank you for responding to our appeal.
Sincerely

t
-.
.
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Forensic team competes in
tournam ent
The Bridgewater State College Forensic Team placed fifth in a field of over
twenty five colleges and universities at the United States Military Acad~my at
West Point Tournament on October 18 to 20. 1985. Schools from all sections of
the country were in attendance including Air Force Academy, University of New
Mexico. MIT. University of Florida, Boston College, University of Richmond,
University of Miami, and Fordham l!niversity.
. .
Bridgewater team members who -received individual troph1~s i_nclude: R_ob
Zonfrelli '87 -first in speaking to entertain; Mary Wood '87 -th1r~1~persuas~ve
speaking; and Diane Mills '87 - two time trophy winner for fourth m mformat~ve
speaking and fifth in speaking to entertain. Other team members who contributed to the team's fifth place rating were Bruce Anderson '87, Mark Avery '86,
Sid Baum '86. a finalist in speaking to entertai~, a_nd Russ Sherman '~8 .•!e~m
coach, Susan Miskelly of the Speech Commumcat1on Department, said, W_1th
our success at West Point, the team is anticipating a number of awards durmg
the current season."
The team has tournaments scheduled for every week-end this semester. In the
immediate future they will compete at Brown University on October 26 and 27
and Suffolk Universitv on November 2 and 3. The team is open to all students
who wish to improve-their skills in public speaking or debate. A student may
attend as few or as manv tournaments as he/she wishes. The team meets every
Tuesday and Thursday ~t I I :00 a. m. in the Student Union Pit for optional work
sessions.

_______________________________

[

Road of honesty repave d
By
Lynda Falls
It is easy to forget, and sometimes you
do things for the sheer purpose of forgetting. Under the influence of so-called
"friends" and alcohol, it's easy to forget
about school, lovers, and friends. Too
many parties and too much liquor and
soon enough you stop thinking about
what's really important.
Stop for a minute and think. Focus on
honesty, and truth. Not only honesty
with other people, but honesty with yourself. If there is a nagging voice inside you,
if there are vague feelings of anxiety, go
someplace alone and quiet and listen.
Ask if you are being true to yourself. If
your friends are angry with you, if you've
lost lovers, if the interest in schoolwork
and the future is minimal, it is time to

examine: your motives.
What is it that you want? It's a powerful question, one that deserves a lot of
serious thought. It's a scary question,
easy to run away from. But it's time we,
step back and look at what we are doing
to our lives. Try to focus on the important
things in your life.
This is an educational institution, and
the learning that is done here is not all
academic. Find out what you want by
experimentation. Do some things that
are out of character, make mistakes, give
a lot more, and learn. Learn to listen to
you, that voice inside you is giving you
direction. Everyone has their own direction, thei,r own road toward honesty and
truth. If you try to discover that honesty
and truth, the anxieties should dissolve.
You won't be running anymore, and your
life will have some direction.

Chief Grac a answers question·s
Editor's Nore: The Chief of Campus Security, Mr. Fortunato Graca, has gracious(r agreed to write a column on different issues on campus. The questions
below are followed by answers from The Source.
Who developed these regulations and how can they be changed?
The regulations in this Handbook have been developed by the

~U;9qll~~~t,~d~J:\l :~~~~ir&\ "q~~roitt~e. w!lichj~~9lflJPFi~e<1\ ,of
T4 members repre5enting ·sfodent; faculty .and staff persp~ctives. Questions related to traffic policy should be directed to
the Chief of Campus Security (697-I 380) or to the Office of
Student Services (697-1276). Suggestions lor the modification
ofpolicy should be directed in writing to:Chairperson, Student
Affairs Committee,, c/o,Office of Student Services, who will
bring the matter before the Comrnitteeand subsequently for.:.
ward any resulting recommendations to the AU-College Committee and the Vice President of Student Services.

What procedures must .be follo:w.ed, to brmg ,a,· car :or other: :vehicle onto; the
, campus?
. . . ,
,.
All· vehicles parked on Bridgewater ~tate.Coll~ property
must obtain a current decal or temporary ·,parking permit.
Freshman and.sophomore riesid,enf students
'UOt aHowed to
have a· car, moped or motorcycle on catiJ,pus, and -wilLriot·be
issued a decal. unless it can be verified by the Director of
Facilities that it is a necessity(i..e. required for transpertationto
work). Theuse()f such a vehicle Will be lirnitedtothepurpose (s)
agreed upon when the decal is issued.

ue

A decal does not guarantee a space in the assigned parking lot area.
More decals are distributed than there are spaces in any lot.
Parking is on a first come, first serve basis. "C" lots serve as
overflow lots for members of the faculty, staff and contract
personnel. The Swenson Field Lot serves as overflow lot for
commuting students, please anticipate that extra time may be
required to find an authorized-parking space. Resident students may not move their vehicles to lots other than the one to
which they are assigned during the school day, even on a short
term basis.

an

. Where must a decal or temporary parking permit be placed?
Proper decal placement is required.· Approach your car from,
the driver's side and place the decal on the side rear window.
Temporary- parking permits should be taped to the side rear
window as described above.
·
W~eremay I park if I am a faculty or staff member or considered to be contract
personnel?

, Members of the Faculty and Staff, as wellas Contract Person~
n~l, will be issued Red Series D,ecals. According to theletter ,
designation appearing on the decal you are authorized to park
within the white stall areas in the parking lots listed below.
(Nate: "C" Lots are general stafflots and are located adjacent to
the Burrill Avenue ·Building, and behind the Kelly Gymnasium

and Grove Street Buildings).
Staff Decal Letter
A

Lot Authorization
A-Art Building Lot
Any "C" Lot
B-Boyden Hall Lot

B

D

E
F

G

H
I

D-Burnell School Lot
Any "C" Lot
E-Pope/Scott Lots
Any "C" Lot
F-Rear Shea/Durgin Lot
K-Student Apartments Lot
Any "C" Lot
G-Student. Union Lots
Any "C" Lot
. H:-Maintenance Lots
I-SCi~nce Building LOt
Any "C" Lot

lam a day ,commuting student. Where may I park? .
·
.
Commuting students will be issued a Green Series Decal with a
letter "M" des1gnation. This .authorizes you to park within the
yellow:.Jines stalls which do not have "R'' designation in the
following lots: Lower Great ,Hill Lot and Swenson Field Lot.
I live in a campus residential facility. Where may I p~r k? .
.
Students living in Pope, Scott or Woodward Hall will be issued
a Black Series Decal with a letter "R designation. They are
authorized to park within the yellow-lined stalls _in~the follow-.
ing lots; C - Behind Kelly Gymnasium (with and "R" designation) and Lot to the left of Woodward Hall.
Students in the Class of 1986·87 living·in the Student Apartments .will be, issued an Orange Series Decal with a letter "K"
designation.-They are a~thorized to park within the yellowlined stalls in the following lots: K ~ Student.Apoartmen ts,
Lower Great Hill Lot (with an "R" designatiun), also the dirt
lots adjacent to the Burrill Avenue Building and Shea/ Durgin
Hall. Students in the Class of 1986 ~nd 1987 living at Shea/ Durgin Hall will be issued an Orange Series Decal With a letter
"P" designation. They are authorized t,o par.kwithin the yellowlined stalls in the following lots: P-Front of, Sh~a /Durgin Hall,
Lower Great Hill-Lot (within.an "R" designation) also the dirt
lots adjacent to the Burrill Avenue Building and SlleaJDurgin
Hall.
.
,Stude,nts· in •the Class ofl988·and 1989Jiving at Shea/Durgin··
,Hall or the Student Ai>artments
beissued 'a Bro~n Series
Decal with a letter "L" designation. They are authorized to park
within the yellow-:lined, stalls with an "R'~ designation: in the
following lots: Lower Great Hill Lot also the dirt lots adjacent
to the Burrill Avenue Building and Shea/ Durgir.. ' .tall.
1

'
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Disbu rseme nt
Cont. from pg. 1

apply that amount against the total cost
of the bill. Any remaining amount of
money will then be disbursed to the stu~
dent for educationa lly related expenses.
As Mr. Janey indicates most confusion
could simply be avoided if students took
time to read the items sent to them. If all
else fails, they should come to the office
to receive the 'corre~t informatio n, by
doing so "they will at least eliminate the
frustration of not realizing expected
funds, and walk away with accurate
informatio n."

Hur ley published
Cont. from pg. 1

Mr. Hurley is a published author in
"I try to minimize the gore, or at
a small press book called Haunts. It is
le~st , if there is blood and gore, the
a collection of macabre stories, stories
person being bloodied and gored
that make you look over your shoulder
damn well deserves it. The scene, and
to make sure no one is there.
I've read so many of them, where some
Mr. Hurley first became involved
totally innocent seven year old kid is
with Haunts after they published their
romping across the field and some
first issue. They're already into their
freak rises up out of the weeds and cuts
fourth issue now, and according to
his head off with a saw, that turns me
Mr. Hurley, that's good for a small
off. That I will not write . .,
press publicatio n, many of which don't
No matter what the style, it is possimake it past their first.
ble for an unknown to get published.
He started writing what he terms
Mr Hurley offers this advice.
"dark fantasy" about 15 years ago,
"You've got to get about a half
after trying other forms of literature.
dozen manuscrip ts together of reasoHe feels he wrote some quality 'real
nable quality, the best you've got to
literature' but "there is no market for
offer, and make yourself a list of 25 or
it. ..
30 markets for !t. Number them· in
When he writes. Mr. Hurley looks
order of priority and send them out.
for the "lighter side" of horror.
.Keep them circulating around ~.nd
"I try to perhaps get a chuckle out
around until finally you get something
of, some appreciati on for, or a laugh
that fits. The best way to do that is to
out of a person, rather than scare that
look for publicatio ns that are just
person."
starting out. If you can hit them when
Mr. Hurley doesn't like the much of
they're just planning issue number one
the horror seen on the big screen, such
or number two you've got th1e best
as that of Stephen King. He feels that
shot. You've got far less competitio n
·.there is no need to kill off innocent
to deal with. Once you're in, the next
bystanders . But that is not to say death
manuscrip t that com~s along, they'll
isn't present in his stories.
"' look at it instead of putting it aside."
"While I do have some people killed
If you are interested in writing horin my stories, it's a very painful experor, or any other type of stories for
••~lflllAtft'Ml fttWM '1M!i~1,~eha~~11'Hf!'
P'iilbHcation; you can talk tb Professor
off a character, especially in a novel. In
Hurley and several other authors, and
a short story I don't mind killing off a
the publisher of Haunts this Wednescharacter because I don't know the
day from 3 to 9 p.m. in the Student
character, but in a novel I hate to
Union Bookstore . You can also pick
because I built, the character, I created
up copies of Haunts and experience
him, I've given birth to him."
horror with a twist.

PRE-HA LLOWEE N
SIGNING

The Student Union has developed new procedures for use of bulletin boards in
the building. As you may have noticed the bulletin boards now are cluttered with
announcem ents and few if any are noticed or read by passers by. We hope that
these procedures will facilitate more effective advertising by campus
orga niza ti ons.
I. No signs larger than I I" X 17''.
· 2. Larger signs may be hung in the Foyers with approval from the Director's
Office or Reservatio ns Office.
3. The maximum number of posters that may be hung in the Student Union is
five. This includes the club and organizati on's announcem ent board.
·4. All posters/fly ers will be approved and hung by an employee of the Student
Union.
5. Only recognized clubs and organizati ons on campus may have posters/fly ers
hung in the Student Union.
6. Local non-profit organizatio ns can have one poster hung on a designated
board.
7. There will be one For Sale/ Rent/ Services etc. board on which students can
have posters hung.
8. Profit making organizati ons/busine sses cannot have posters hung in the
building.
9. All posters/fly ers must list the sponsoring club or organi1.ation.
10. Posters should emphasize the program or entertainm ent, not that alcoholic
beverages will be available (if applicable ).
1 l. Any posters not approved and hung by the Student llnion w\\\ be remo\led.
12. Flyers.a~d table.t~n,ts.canbe put!n cafeteriafollowingt·hesa-Rlep·P~Q~UrR:·~'"'.~l8h~tiio-.......~. 11i\1!
a·bove'(ma~lh"H.ttn 'numoer. 80).
·
13. E1ection/C ampaign posters must adhere to rules as listed above.
14. No'campa ign'poster s may be hung over ~oyer railings.
15. AU posters can be left at the Student Union Informatio n Booth for approval
and hanging.

Classifieds

WEDNES DAY Help Wanted: $60.00 Per hundred paid
OCTOBE R 30th for remailing letters from home! Send

HA UN T§ MA GA ZIN E
Come, meet the people behind. these spine-snap ping stories. T a.lk with them a.bout
their maubre plou, their twisted minds. Have your copies autographe d.
Meet Professor Mike Hurley (BSC English Dept ),
author of "Vameleon " and "Doi Song Chet".
3-9 p.m.

ALSO:

(6-9 p.m.)

'*

Joe Cherkes, publisher
Ritk Sardinha, art director
_
R. W. Arruda, "Lonely is the Night''
·
. and "Who's Afraid?"
Pierre· Comtois, '~14 Garden Grouen
and "Surviuors"
Hugh Danielson, "The Blue Ml::m,,
,
and "Ball oJl Fluff"
Joseph Doherty, Jr., "FingerAnn ie"
Sam Gafford, "Machina Ex"
and "The Last Bus"
Brian Huff, "Mommy"
'* Scheduled to attend.
Copies of HAUNTS, nos. 2 and 3, are available at
the bookstore now. Issue no. 1 and limited copies of
nos. 2 and three will be available during the signing.
.SUPPLY IS LIMITED.
Be prepared. Don't show. up empty-hand ed.
Autograph ed copies may become collector's items.

COLLEG E BOOKSTORE, STUDEN T UNION

BRIDGE WATER ST A TE COLLEG E
October 30, 1985

New bulle tin boar d
polic ies ann oun ced

3-9 p.m.

self-addres sed, stamped envelope for
informati on/ applicatio n. Associate s,
Box 95-B, Roselle, NJ 07203.

Talentsco uts: Exception al students
sought for new co. pilot program for 15
hours per week. Exceptiona l income!
Essential to have strong interperson al
abilities, good comminica tion skills and
ability to make personnel evaluation s. If
you feel you have these skills, write to
President. Polaris Ent. Corp., Independence Ave., Quincy; Ma. 02169.

For Sale: Is it true you can buyjeeps for
$4_4 through the U.S. governmen t? Get
the facts today! Call l-312-742-1142 ext.

Service Offered: Term pap~rs, reports
and resumes typed. Fast accurate service.
Pick-up and delivery available. Call
Karen at 822-5003.

REWARD : To any witnesses who are ,
able to-identify the person(s) who might
have witnessed my 1974 Ford, Brown
Stationwa gon hit in the Commute r Parking Lot - located at the far end on the
lawn on Wednesda y, IO/ 16/ 85 between
the hours of 8:45 - 3:30 p.m.Please call if
any informatio n is available. Mark, 238·-

3299

For Sale: 76 Dodge Aspen; runs like a
baby looks great, 88,000 miles,
$I 3·;ooO.OO. Please call 826-3573 after
5:00 p.m.

5932-A.

Opportuni ty: $10-$360 Weekly/up mailing circulars! No quotas! Sincerely interested rush self-addre ssed envelope:
Success, PO Box 470CEG, Woodstoc k,
IL 60098.
.

Help Wanted: Students interested in
reading to or recording textbooks for
print handicapp ed students should contact the Veterans/D isabled Student Services Office in Boyden Hall (across from
Student Services) in person or by calling
697-.1208. This is a paid position.

For Sale: Smith CQrona portable manual
typewriter. Good condition. $50. Call
Donna at 697-1836.

For Sale: 1974 Chevy Nova. Good condition,. $400 or best offer. Call.at 5854701.'

For Sale: Sansuii 5050 Receiver, 150
watts, $200. Lee Hutch w/ self attatchment $700. Call 767-3616 anytim(;.

~

.
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An nou nce me nts

Last edi tion 's ans wer s

The Plymouth Coalition for the Homeless, Inc. will present a benefit folk
concert at the Beal House in Kingston on Saturday November 9th from 8:00ll:30p.m. Musicians will include David Maguire (formerly of Cimarron) and
the duo of Carter & Winters. There will be raffles (dinners at restaurants for
example) and plenty of homemade goodies.
100% of the proceeds will go to Coalition's shelter fund.
Tickets may be purchased or reserved from:
Linda Logie
c/o OFC
130 Court St. 3rd Floor
Plymouth, MA 02360
or call-Lind a at 746-5101
A fun evening for a great cause!!

Art work by Rita B. Harnois of Taunton. will be on display in the Flora T.
Little Gallery at the Bridgewat er Public Library from November 2nd until the
29th.
An active member and past office holder of the Taunton Art Associatio n, Ms.
Harnois" award-win ning paintings have placed at the Taunton Festival of Arts,
Middlebor o Cultural Arts Show and the Rockland Art Associatio n Show. Last
spring her "Old Treasures" won third place in the Bridgewate r Public Library's
Area Artists' Show.
The current show may be viewed by the public during library hours. All a:re
welcomed! .

Men's Intramural Basketball League signups will be held on Tuesday,
November 5, and Thursday, November 7, at I la.m. in the Gym Lobby at the
Kelly Gym. Captains please bring complete rosters of 7 players and up at that
time. Thursday is the deadline for teams to sign up.

JA RLE N

not receive them. They will return next week.

Le me nu du
Ch ate au de Till e
Cheese Omelet

Waffles

w\tl\~t~~~~Q~~~~.111r

On Wednesda y. November 6. 1985, at 3:00p~m. in U-l of the Student Union
Building a meeting will be held for students interested in the exchange programs
at either Shanxi University or Oldenburg University.

Do you wish to see exciting films to meet interesting people and plan to go to
New York? Well then, the Arts For All Club is for you. Weare easy going people
who wish to see more people enjoy our club. You do not need to draw a straight
line to join. Right now we are planning a Halloween party to be held October 31
at 7:00 in the Art Building all are welcome. A dollar will get you in and bes.t
costume will win you a prize. Hope to see you all there.
·
The Politic~l Science Club announces an Award Scholarshi p Fund Drive
effort in rnemorium of Dr. Robert Larson. Raffle tickets will be sold in front of
the bookstore on November 13th and 15th (Wednesda y and Friday.bet ween the
hours of 9:00 - 4:00). 3/$1.00, prizes $100, $50, $25. Please contribute $LOO to
show your gratitude towards one among those who have demonstra ted their
com~ittment toward educating all of us!
If you are a graduate of Sacred Heart Senior High School, Class of J 984, and
you are a student here at Bridgewat er State College, the Office of the Executive
Secretary is presently updating its files on all students from this class. The
Executive Secretary would appreciate if students from this class would contact
the Secretary for further informatio n. Write to: Anthony George Fagen, Executive Secretary, Post Office Box 3, North Plymouth Station, North Plymouth,
MA. 02360. Or contact the Secretary weekdays from I l :00 a.m. - I :30 p.m. at
697-1303.

DO YOU LIKE TO BE SCARED ?--If you do, come meet the authors of
HAUNTS magazine. BSC's own Professor Mike Hurley, along with other
writers, the magazine's publisher and artist, will be at the College Bookstore on
Wednesda y, October 30th from 3 to 9 p.m. Bring your own copy of HAUNTS ,
or "tck up nos. 1,2 or 3 at the signing.'
·
More announcem ents. pg. 8

E

We apologiz e for not printing a horosco pe or a crosswo rd
puzzle this week. Due to a problem with our syndica te,-we did

Students i11terested in st11dying in Germany as part of the Exchange Program

' \~~fr
mation forms from the Office for Aca e
e~cuf::.
rently have one student from Oldenburg at our college. It~ is;~!:. req~i';~~~~t
that you be a german major or that you are fluent in german. Applicatio ns
should be submitted to the Office for Academic Affairs by Friday, November 15,
1985. We anticipate the final selections will be made by the middle of December .
If you have any further questions. please call the Office for Academic Affairs at
697-1295.

ASS

Clam Chowder
Tac(ts
"'
Chicken nuggets
French Fries

Clam Chowder
Roast Beef
Fried Fish
Mashed Potatoes
Broccoli

T

w
x
F

Scrambled eggs
Pancakes w/Bacon

Cream of Mushroom
soup
BlT Sandwich
FtSh Sticks
Beans
Spinach

Mushroom Soup
Macaroni and .Cheese
Chicken cutlet
French Fries
Mixed -Vegetables
Corn

Cheese Omelet
French Toast

Corn Chowder
Shippard•s Pie
Sloppy Joe
Italian Green Beans

Corn Chowder
Baked Manicotti
London Broil
Mixed Vegetables
Corn
Potato Bar

Scrambled egs
Pancakes w/Syrup

Tomato Soup
Cheese Pizza
Chin-=se Chow Mein
Chili Con Came.
Fried Rice
Mixed Vesetable

Tomato~Soup

C1am Chowder.
Tuna.Melts
Open· face i-oast beef
sandwich
Mashed Potatoes
Broccoli w JCheese sauce

Clam· Chowder

Beef Noodle soup

Beef Noodle Soup

Fui,;
Hot Pastrami
Wax beans
Potato .Gems

Pork Cutlet
Stuffed Shdls
Mashed Potatoes
Zuchini
Peas

Chicken Noodle soup
Meatball sub
Turkey sandwich

Chicken Noodle Soup
Cheese Ravioli
Chicken Cutlet

· Cheese Omelet

Warnes

s

Eus toonler
F:rench T°'8t

s

Wafftea

Ells to onler

Baked Chicken
Hamburg
French Fries

Cauliflower
French cut green beans

SeafOOd Platter
Onion Rinp
Ch~Pizza

Green· Beans
Carrots

hipped .potatoes

~oes

Mixed vegetables

Corn
Green Be-
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ROBOTMAN™ by Jim.M eddic k
You're on a n1Qbway. The ~eed
\\m\t ·ls 55mph. You Shoutd(a) go
55mP.h.(b)turn on the fon. buster

and floor it(c).It dependst~b\
whether y,ou're 1n a corNer 1 e.

and are worried abo\Jt \os1n9 ohat

Dear PJ
Dear P.J.,
About a week ago, I noticed that
I had a small lump on my left
breast. I kept an eye on it to see if it
got any larger, with the intent to
seek help if it did. Instead of getting
larger, it has gone away. Should I
still get it checked? It can't be anything serious if it went away ...
Signed,
Spot
Dear Spot,
Negligence is a serious problem
when dealing with your situation.
Do not be ignorant-- get it checked!
Just because you can't see it doesn't
mean it has gone away. The lump
could be something like a bruise.
But don't sit around and forget
about it. It could be very serious!
If you would like to discuss it
with someone on campus, go to
Health. Services or Project Outreach. But please, seek medical
attention as soon as possible!
Go see a doctor,
P.J.
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Dear R. T.B.,
Why not suggest to your roommate to use the kitchen. Every dorm
has one. If he won't use the kitchen
then ask him to open a window. If
your problem persists be truthful
with him, it makes you sick and
wish he would have some consideration for you. I don't think your
asking him to cook his vegatables
outside the room will hurt his feelings. I hope my advice will solve
your problem.
Good luck,
P.J.

DearP.J.,
Recently I have been helping a
friend in his studies because he's
been having troubles understand ing the material. I spend at least
three hours with him each night
going over and over problems,
notes, readings, etc. It has beentwo
weeks now that I have been "tutoring" my friend, and to date he has
not once thanked me for my help. I
don't mind helping him at all~ in
fact I enjoy it and I benefit from the
extra studying too. But is it too
rnuc·h to ask for a small sign of gratitude? Am I being selfish? What do
you think?
Dear P.J .•
Signed,
I have a slight problem with my
The Teacher
roommate . He has a bad habit of
Dear Teacher,
cooking mixed vegatables in our
No~ you are not being selfish! It is
room which inevitably produces a
your
friend who is being selfish. If
pugent odor that lingers for days.
he
hasn't
even thanked you once
My room smells like a pig-sty. I've
yet,
then
he
should take a class for
even tried burning incense to overmanners
and
gratitude~!! You
come the odor, and to hint to my
could
however
express to your
roommate that I don't like the
friend
that
you
do enjoy he\ping
srnel l. Obviously , th is hasn't
him
out
except
you
fee\ a \i.tt\e hurt
worked. How can l tell my roomthat he hasnit,,ac.knQ.\.\!Jedgeq,...yJlm_,.,,,.:.,,,,,,.,_,,.,."""'.,,..
pl~te' witllout hurting his feelings ..
fleJp; This might help your friend
that his '"cooking stinks?" Any
realize
that he should at least say
' suggestion s?
thank you and not to take your
Signed,
kindness for granted.
R.T.B.
P.J.

Attention
All SGA clubs and orga nizat ions
who wish to recei ve fund ing for the
Sprin g '86 semester, pleas e be
infor med of the follow ing dates :
Oct. 23 Budge t packets available in SGA office
Nov. 6

Budge t packets due at 4:00 pm (typed)

Nov. 7

Ways and Means overview (clubs do not
attend) 4:00-6:00pm

Nov. 12 Open budget hearings for clubs with Ways
& 13
and Means 4:00-6:00 pm
Nov. 14 Ways and Means prepare recomm enda-

tions to Senate (clubs do not attend) 4:006:00 pm

PA RT TIM E WORK:

Nov. 15 Ways and Means formal recomm endatio ns
will be posted on the SGA bulletin board
Nov. 19 Budge t hearing s with ft.HI senate at 6:00 pm

Note: Whethe r or not you accept or rejectW ays and
Means· posted recomm endatio ns it is manda tory
that aH clubs and organiz ations send a represe ntative to attend the Ways and Means open hearing s
·and-th e full senate budaet hearinas.
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Announ cements
Cont. from pg. 6

Comment to hold meeting
The Comment Will be holding its regular meeting on Tuesdays at 11 :00 in our
office next to the bookstore. We~re a friendly group of people who are willing to
train you as writers. photographers, production assistants and much more! We
look forward to seeing you there!
Thinking about philosophy
Looking for answers? So are we. The Philosophy Club wants you. It's notjust a
job, it's a thought. Meetings are every Wednesday at 3:00 in Rm. 30 I Tillinghast.
Be a Rhodes Scholar
Seniors who have an interest in studying ab~oad after graduation may wish to
know of two possible c:ources of funding: Fulbright Grants and Rhodes Scholarships. Rhodes Scholarships are for study in Great Britain only, but the Fulbright
Grants allow for graduate work in a wide range of countries in Europe, South
America, Africa, and the Orient. Both programs require applicants to demonstrate substantial academic achievement, knowledge of a foreign language
(where appropriate), and a clear notion of the program of study or research to be
undertaken. As applicants for both grants are due late in October, prospective
applicants should begin assembling materials immediately. Application forms
and further information are available from Dr. Charles Nickerson, Rhodes/ Fulbright Program Advisor, Tillinghast 312 (ex. 2283).
Concerned about AIDS?
Counseling and blood screenmg services for individuals concerned about exposure to the virus associated with AIDS. for more information about this free
confidential service sponsored by the Department of Public Health and Counseling Services, Inc., call: (617) 522-4090. Weekdays 9am to 5pm. Outside
Boston call collect.

D0 you have a friend, roommate or know of someone who seems to have bad
eating habits? Do you suspect she may be heading towards anorexia or_ ulimia?
A fellow BSC student of yours, who is a recovering bulimic, knows and under. stands many of the problems you are going through and would like to share her
experience with you and her approach to recovery. Meet with her Thursdays at
I 1:00 in the seminar room of the Union. Or call Mrs Fla herty in Health Services
(697-1252) or Janet (697-1521) after 8:30 pm ..

The Alcohol Support group has been rescheduled. It will meet on Tues'
evenings at 7:00 p.m. in the Counseling Center, Grove Street Building.

Single parents group to meet
The Counseling Center would like to announce that a support group for single
parents will meet on Wednesdays at 11 :00 in the Couru,eling Center, Grove
Street Building. If you can't make it at this time but would like to participate, call
Dr. Duhaime at 697-1331.
Legal questions answered
If you have a legal question or problem concerning landlord-tenant, small
claims, consumer problems, personal injury claims or any other area of law,
please feel free to contact Donald M. Hadge, Esq., S.G.A. Legal Counsel either
at the S.G.A. office on Tuesdays and Thursdays (3:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.) or at his
Dedham office at 326-2424. No appointment is necessary. In addition, all college
clubs, organizations and groups are invited and encouraged to contact Attorney
Hadge if they would like a discussion or short seminar on an area of law which is
of interest to their members.
Weight control group founded
The Counseling Center is planmng to oegin a group for students interested in
learning how to control their weight. An organizational meeting will be held
Tues., Oct. 22 at 10:00 a.in. in the Counseling Center Grove Street Building. If
you can't make it at this time but would like to participate, call Ellen Holtzman
at 697-1331.
MassPIRG wants you!
MASSPR-ING?, MAS:Sl'RIG?, MASSPIG? What are you talking about. Wt
are MASSPIRG, Massachusetts Public Interest Research group, the acid rain
division. This year our initiative campaign entails petitioning for such issues as: a
cap on acid rain, a Citizens Utility Board, mail-in voter registration, and the
cleanup of hazardous waste. We need your support! Come to a MASSPIRG
meeting Tuesday or Thrusday at 11 :00 a.m. Or join a petitioning crew- Wednesdays and Thursdays at 3:00 (The MASSPIRG office is just beyond the Rathskeller in the Student Union).
Earn $4.00 per hour
Positions are available for qualified students to work as tutors on campus. Earn
extra money. while helping fellow students to be successful in their courses.
Tutors are needed in: Accounting, Biology Chemistry, Computer Science, English, Foreign Language, History, Mathematics, Physical Education, Psychology, and Sociology. Pick up your application NOW!!! Interested students
should contact the PROGRESS/ OUTREACH Office in the Grove Street
Building for more details.
Graduate fair to be held
The Career Planning & Placement Office will be holding a Graduate School Fair
\or~, J,uniors, and others .who are planning on or considering graduate
'
·
,
w En land states and repr~~~!lt a
wide vanety o programs me u mg: aw, · 1v1 i y,
· uca 1~~?',111'1Olllll'f!Ji"1!!'1','··",,.,",,
Optometry, ,;Art,. Arts & Sciences, plus others. Details are:DA Y & DA TE:
Wedn,sday; November 6; 1985, TIME: 10:00 a;m. - 3:00 p~Il).,LOCATION:
Student Union Bldg. ~ Ballroom.
Music competltlo,n founded

Lobby Table Calendar
Student Clubs & Organizatlons
Student Vendors .. Outside Vendors
Across From The Bookstore
Time

Vendor I Organization

Monday - October
9:00-4:00
9:00-4:00
9:00-4:00
9:00-4:00

28'
Donna Dietz
S.A.M.S.
Kappa Phi Omega
Volleyball Team

Items

Jewelery - Toys
Credit Card Applications
Candy Grams
Carnation sales

Tuesday - October 29
9:00-4:00
Marlene Melaned
9:00-4:00
Deborah Perry
9:00-4:00
S.A.M.S.
9:00-4:00
Kappa Phi Omega
9:00-4:00
Volleyball Team

Jewelery.
Wood Crafts
Cedit Card Applications
Candy Grams
Carnation Sales

Wednesday - October 30
9:00-4:00
Beth Glickman
9:00-4:00
Dorr's Stationary
9:00-4:00
S.A.M.S.
9:00-4:00
Kappa Phi Omega
9:00-4:00
Volleyball Team

Jewelery - Figurines
Discount Coupons
Credit Card Applications
Candy Grams
Carnation Sales

Thursday - October 31
9:00-3:00
Ed Freeman
9:00-3:00
Phi Beta Sigma
9:00-4:00
Executive Board
Student Apts.
9:00-4:00
Deborah Perry
9:00-4:00
S.A.M.S.
Friday

November 1
Ed Freeman
9:00-4:00
S.A.M.S.

Gold And-Silver Jewelery
Candy Sales
Raffle Tickets
Wood Crafts
Credit Card Applications

w

9:0()~3:00

~~

Gold And Silver.Jewelry
. Credit Card Applications

3~th. annual Broadcast Music,lnc. Awards to Student Composers competition

will award $15,000 to young composers. Prizes vary from $500 to $2,500 and are
aw~rded at the discretion of the final judging panel. There are no limitations as
to mstrumentation, stylistic consideration or length of work submitted. The
deadline for entering the 1985-1986 competition will be February 18, 1986 and
contestants must be under 26 years of age on December 31, 1985. Official rules
and entry blanks for the 1985-86 competition are available from the Director
BM~ .Awards to Student Composers, 320 West 57th Street New York NY
10019.
.
.
•
'

Law forum planned
If your, considering law ,school, then you won't want to miss the upcoming Law
School Forum. It's .excellent for all prospective students. The free one and a half
day forum will offer you many oppprtunities so don't ~~ss it. Friday, November
l, 10 a.m. -8 p.m. and Saturday, November 2, 10 a.m. -3 p.m. at the Boston Park
Plaza Hotel and Towers, 50 Park Plaza, Boston, Mass.
China study avallable
.
.
.
~Students .interested in studymg in China; as part of the exchange program
~1th Sb,anx1 U niversityand Bridgewater State College~ should, obtain informatlon and forms from the Office of Academic Affairs in Boyden Hall. We hope to
se.nd 4 or .s students to China in 1986-1987. Travel and living expenses in China
wll~ be paid as part of the exchange program. We have.three students currently in
Ch1~a and Dr. Nancy Street from the Department of Speech Communication,
Thea~re Arts, and Communication Disorders. We ask that all applications be
su~mitted by November 15, 1985 and the final selection
be made by the
middle of December. If you have any questions please contact the Office of
Academic Affairs at 697-1295.
·
'

will

Scholarahlpa available
The Scho~arship ~esearch Institute of Washington, D.C. is offering three $1000
scho.larsh1ps. This represents their third annual offering. Applicants. must be
fulltime_undergraduates with a minimum QPA of2.0. Decisions will be based on
~cadem1c performance, leadership abilities, and college and community activities. The awards are for the Spring 1986 semester. The deadlfne for applications is
December 16t 1985. A.,plications can be received by sending a stamped self
addressed envelope to: '
,.
·
Scholarsip Research Institute
PO Box 50157
Washington, DC 20004
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Letter

Darcy praised
For all concerned. Homecomin g is
now all over. No more dances, bands
parade and Homecomin g football game.
As a member of the Homecomin g Committee this year, we all felt that it was a
success. Not to say that there weren't any
last minute situations that occured, ranging from the unfortunate cancelling of
Irish Night and El Toritos to the interesting crowning of Homecomin g Queen
Kathy White in a sheltered area in the
parking lot. This was a very different
Homecomin g, but you can't say it wasn't
dull.
I was a member of the committee,
along with Eric Loring taking charge of
the King & Queen elections .. Phil Conroy
of the Alumni and the Student Union
Programmin g Committee Staff, but the
keystone of Homecomin g was a good
friend of mine. He is Daniel J. Darcy. 2nd
Vice-Preside nt of the S.G.A. I never saw
anyone work as ha,rd as Dan·did toward
Homecoming . He always asked questions from anyone to everyone about
vouchers, ticket sales, floats, the King &
Queen process. The list can go on, but
that is just some of the items he handled
for Homecomin g. Also being a commuter, it's twice as hard. He has to come to
school, go to classes, then makes sure .
everyting for Homecomin g is going well,
go to meetings or make· calls for something and finally drive home.
I got a chance to work by his side dur•
ing Homecomin g, and that's why The
Comment suggested that l write a story
instead of themselves becuase of the
c\oseness we worked toward Homecom-

vov. ..

rr~
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~ng. He practi~aJJy did. the whole Job' l>f"''"''+··~·" ~,
himserf, and did such a superb job, and.

also he managed to save approximate ly
$700.00: Dan really had a tough. task to
tackle, but he didn'tjust tackle it, he ran it
over.
l hope Dan realizes that this isjust a.
formal Thank You from me, the committee the entire college and the Town of
Bridgewater for a job very well done. r
just hope next year's chairperson can do
the job he did, because it will turn out
only with good results. Dan, I hope I
speake for the entire college of B.S.C.,
and we would like to Thank You very
much for ajob well done.
Mike Volpone

CoM ICR ELI EF FRO M
THE JOB HUN TING HASSLE.
At Cumberland Farms, we realize that looking tor a job is no laughing matter. So, we've
decided to put a little fun in it for you.
As the largest privately owned convenience store chain in the country, we sell the freshest
products from Maine to Florida. And right now we have some fresh career opportunitie s
available for you.
If you want to join a company that can offer stability, responsibility, flexibility and has a good

sense of humor...
Our College Recruiter will be on campus on October 30
Visit your College Placement Office to set up

an appointme nt.

•••

: :: • ~
• • •.•

combeP/iJnd
111rms
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/HIV

.

I

••
••
••
I

EARN
MONEY
FOR
COLLEGE
LOADERS&
UNLOADERS
I.·

$8/hr • PART-TIME
EVENINGS &
EARLY MORNING

HOURS

We offer steady employment,
paid vac:ations and health
benefits. Interviews will be held
eve1·y Monday: lpm-4pm

UNITED PARCE L SERVIC E
200 Oak Hill Way
Brockton, MA 02403
E11uul Opportunit.v Ifo1plr1.Vl'r F(•mall• Mul1.• Vl•lt•rans

EE·
~
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Hu ma n Services Administrator
meets with BSC students

J:Sy Noreen Connell
and Colleen White.
Student Clinicians
Turning 22. To many of us. this ju~t
means another birthday. But to many
severegy disabled people, this birthday
brings about a whole new meaning. To
them, twenty-tw o is the "transitio nal"
year. What this means legally is that at
age twenty-tw o, the disabled no longer
fall under Chapter 766 (the entitleme nt of
special education for all disabled children). At this point in their lives they qualify for Aduh Human Services.
On October 19th. Ms. Mary Ann
Walsh spoke to l0-0 undergra duate and
graduate students in the Children' s Physical DeYelopmental Clinic here at Bridgewater State College. Ms. Walsh is the
Director of the Bureau of Transitio nal
Planning of the Executive Office of
Human Services. This agency is the result
of a law passed by the State legislature in
Decembe r of 1983 which then became
effective March 22, 1984. Chapter 688
provides a transitional structure for
assisting disabled adults.
Ms. Walsh. who graduated with a
Bachelor's Degree in Human Services
from the L1 niversity of Massachusetts,
Boston. in 1979. and also holds a Master's Degree in Management from Cambridge College. worked as assistant to a
state representative. She watched this
bilL developed by parents and advocate s
of the severely disabled, go through the
legislature and finally pass into law.
Before working for the legislature, she
had been Director of the Youth and Family Agency m Marshfield. She then

Mary Walsh talks with students Lesley Karlson,-· Mark Wurster,-· Joseph Pimen
tal and Linda
Medwar.

Human Services for the Severely DisDAnyone listed in the registry of the
abled. It is a planning process which beg- care, counselm g, resource services, occublind
at the Massach usetts Commis sion
pational
therapy and day work
ins two years prior to the student's
for
the
Blind is also automati cally
programs
.
graduation from his public school special
eligible.
In
the
early
l 980's, parents and advoeducation program. The local school disThe 688 law mandate s that there will be
trict, through the 766 evaluation team, · cates decided that services were needed to
seven
state agencies involved with the
tighten
up
the
"loose
eJ:!ds" of the Individmakes the decision that the person may
individua
l client referral. Right now there
·
ual
Transitio
nal Plan. Under Chapter
need additional services beyond graduaare
1550
referrals
in the Common wealth,
688,
the
Bureau
of
Transitio nal Planning
ti on or after turning 22. They forward the
and
there
are
650
on a waiting list from
took
over
the
job of finding program s
case to the appropria te human service
the
Departm
ent
of
Mental Health. The
that
had
openings
on a statewide basis
agency. This service agency is then desigBureau of Transitio nal Planning makes
and
directed
the
student
to the best trannated. as the transition al agency.
'*or\~
sure that these referrals do not receive
;,8~~:
·~·i·~,~j\1:~,~r,
sitional agency program that would pro- just "some" service, but that they recieve
· h l
·h
~ long,t~rm beneficia l service for the
1
Pembrok e. These experiences developed to t e aw wast· a.t as t
~mil:tii;~zA1m~~1 vf:i~u~a~smii1~==~~~~~~lllil
lllll.ll~~~~;.~~- '"''·;.tv.ai4lcl;)l~,. ,JQ:r: .. ,~J:\1 •
case
to the human service agency, which
her awareness and concern for the imple- ·
As the law now stands, the program is individua l.
m most cases is the Departme nt of Menmentatio n of this law.
The purposes specified for the Bureau
for anyone who meets any of the followAs Chapter 688 was passed, she was ta l Health, they would take the student's
of Transitio nal Planning at the Executiv e
appointe d to the Bureau of Transitio nal name. address, and telephone number ing criteria:
Office of Human Services under Ms.
·
o In need of continuin g services.
Planning at the Executive Offic_e of and put the student on a waiting list.
Walsh's direction are:
0
Is unable to work 20 hours per week
Human Services located in Boston. Ms. There was no interagency cooperati on to
DTo make sure that there is one main
Walsh explained to the students what this specify the best programs available for in competit ive, nonshelte red, nonsup- point of entry for every student needing
. · ct• 'd 1 Th
·
ported employm ent.
e programs presently
Bureau is designed to do and how Chap- th 1s m iv1 ua .
·
DAnyone who is receiving SSI and case managem ent.
manage d aJld monitore
d by the Bureau of
ter 688 interfaces with Chapter 766.
o All case work is constant ly audited.
· · · l Pl
·
·mclude
··
Trans~tmna
annmg
respite SSDl, based on their disability , is auto- Data is logged so that every step
oftransimatically eligible.
tion is monitore d for each individu al student througho ut the full two year
process. This is to ensure that no individual case gets lost in the system.
Ms. Walsh sees this program within
Massachu setts as a "step toward national
impleme ntation for disabled individua ls.
This is the first time that there has ever
been a high level commitm ent of working
together in order to ensure the future of
the mentally and physicall y disabled. She
believes that within the next five years, we
could see this law becoming adopted
nationwi de. In her estimatio n, there are
two main_ goals. The first is· to bring as
many people as possible on board, with
the Associati on for Retarded Citizens
and the Departm ent of Mental Health, to
look at human services, to commit these
agencies to the program , and to commit
them not only to multi-ha ndicappe d, but
to expand this program to an individu al
when he needs the service and not to wait
until the client has regressed in order to
be thought of as needy. Secondly , to
. develop legislative linkage and to keep
represent atives informed , since they are
so essential to enactmen t of laws and the
funding of programs .
Students who
work with disabled
people in many of our educatio nal,
hurna:n sei::vice, and managem ent fields,
have a responsib ility to assure these longterm goals. We have witnessed the impact
of Chapter 766 over the past eleven years;
The fall 1985 Childre n's Physic al Develqpmental Clinic Staff.
we now have Chapter 688. This progress
· must continue in order to ensure the quality of life for all individua ls in society.
iiS,_
•.

-·~~·
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Parent's Weekend
upc om ing
The 1985 Parents and Family Weekend will be held on Novembe r 2nd and
3rd at B.S.C. This annual event brings
parents and family of B.S.C. students to
our campus to enjoy a weekend full of
interestin g events for all.
Here are just a few of the highlights
that will be happenin g at B.S.C. during
the Fallfest Weekend . On Saturday ,
Novembe r 2nd, between 10:00 a.m. and
l :00 p.m. at TilJinghast Hall there will be
a Parents Weekend Luncheon . After
lunch everyone can cheer the B.S.C.
Bears on to victory against Westfield
State starting at I :00 p.m. at Swenson
Field. Beginning at 4:00 p.m. there will be
a Parents and Family Weekend Mass at
the Catholic Center and at 6:00 p.m. the
All College Progressive Supper will get

under way at the Maxwell Library.
The night life at B.S.C. will start at
8:30 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom
with "Puttin' on the Ritz" a cabaret style
evening of entertain ment featuring the
band "Fat City".
On Sunday, Novemb er 3rd, everyone
will enjoy brunch at Tillingha st Hall from
I :00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. in the Student
Union Ballroom there will be die All College Open House which will have student
organiza tions and departme ntal displays.
Also, during the entire day from J :00
p.m. to 4:00 p.m. there will be various
special academic departme nt programs .
So don't miss out on this exciting weekend for your parents and family to experience the best that Bridgewa ter State
College has to offer.

Progre ssive supper at last year's Parent s' Weekend

Conce rt for parent s at last year's Weeke nd.

f.!1mfeSf '85'·ReQ1~iratlon Form .
Name ... · · ........ ........ ........ .... Student's name
........ .
Address
Tel. No.
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If you plan to attend any of these events, please check:
o
·o
o
o

President's coffee and meeting, Sat.
Afterno onand post game events
Football or soccer game
·
All-Colle ge open house, Sun.

Bo oks tor e hou rs for
Parents Weekend

Sat. Nov. 2
3-6 p.m.
Sun . Nov. 3 10 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

TakeaQUIZ

Checks for activities requirin g reservations and the rer:1istration fee
should be made payable to Bridgew ater State College. ·

EVENT

NO. RESERV ATIONS

Registra tion Fee

$5.00 per family
# ·· - persons without

··:~turda y Luncheo n

$5.00

#
. p~rsons with
student meal tickets
(no charge)
, Sat::::-day

# -·········-persons without

student meal tickets

$6.25 each
# _______ persons with
@

student meal tickets
@ $4.25 each
Cabaret Night,
San.irday

# ·-·· .... parent tickets
@ $5.00 each
# __ . . . student tickets
@ $3.00 each

Sunday Brunch

# __ -··-· persons without

. . .·

AMOU NT ·f.NCLOSED

student meal tickets
@ $3.50 each

?:.ogress ive Supper,

Social Science

student meal tickets
@ $3.50 each

# __ ....., persons with
student meal tickets
(no charge)
TOTAL - - - - - ·
Please return by October 28, 1985, to OFFICE OF STUDEN T SERVICES,
BRIDGE WATER .MA 02324. For more infromat ion,call (617) 697-1276

1

Perry A~derson, Jerome Bruner,
Agnes Heller, Eric Hobsbawm,
Charles Tilly, Louise Tilly, Albrecht
Well mer and Aristide Zolberg recently
joined what graduate faculty?

3

2

4

1n 1933, a University in Exile was
founded as a haven for European
scholars fleeing from Nazism. What is
that school called today?

In 1985, which internationallyoriented graduate center located
in the heart of Greenw ich Village
teaches students from 40 states and
nearly an equal number of countries?

And in what school is interdiscipUnary study the preferred path to
theoretical and applied research?

The answer of course is The New School's Graduate Faculty of Political and Social
Science . We will soon be visiting your campus, and invite you to ask us about master's
and doctoral-level work in anthropology, economics, historical studies, liberal studies,
philosophy, political science, psychology and sociology. Join us:
Graduat e School Fair Day
Ballroom of the Student Union Building
Novemb er 6, 1985 10:00 am~3:00 pm

If you cannotattend, you can get all the answers from Elizabeth Ware, Director of
Admissions, The Graduate Faculty, 65 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10003.
Her phone number is (212) 741 ..5710.

New School for Social Research

Graduate Faculty of Political and Social Science
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Down Ave. heads uptown
By
Steve Unis
Down A venue held their debut record
release party Thursday night at Man Ray
in Cambridge. If you weren't around this
summer, Down Avenue won the 1985
Rock and Roll Rumble which is put on
bv WBCN. The band's sound can be desc;ibed in three easy words: rock, funk,
and new wave. The members are Charles Pettigrew (vocals), Dave Doms (keyboards, bass guitar and back-up singer),
Don Foote (main bass guitar player,
occasional keyboards and back up singer), Fred Hsia (guitarist) and drummer
Alvan Long.
In 1983, Alvan Long and
Dan Foote left November Group to form
a band that allowed a liberal and non-ego
centered attitude open to a more potent
form of funk combined with explosive

Several members of the cast of Company

We've got
By
Dottie Scammon
La-.t Thursday evening brought the opening of the Ensenmble Theater's
season with a production of the Stephen Sondhiem/ George Furth musical
Cornpany. Directed by Suzanne Ramczyk, an exuberant cast gave us a
humernus yet thoughtful look at marriage versus the single life.
The story revolves around Bobby. a thirty-five year old New Yorker who is
a single man living in an apartm~nt building with five married people- all of
whom would love to see him married like themselves. We are introduced to
these five couples through Bobby's eyes. and we see the ups and downs of their
relationships against the backdrop of Bobby's own questions about marriage
and his reluctance to commit himself. Weaving in and out of the story are
Bobby's assorted girlfriends. who show what it is like to try to deal with Bobby
duing his search for the perfect mate.·
PauJ Hayden plays the part of Bobby with all the vulnerability and
bewilderment that the part calls for. His singing was fine and his sense of
comic trming was marvelous. The five couples were Harry and Sarah {Eric
Pegnam and Donna L. Bouchard), Peter and Susan (Michael O'Connor and
Bethany Barry). David and Jenny (Thomas P. Porier and Merrill D.
Boynton-Cheyne}. Paul and Amy (Michael Hall and Mary Anne Simmons»
and Larry and Joanne (Denis Lawrence Jr. and Michelle L Currie). All of
these characters were well played, but my favorites were a gushy Sarah, a
wonderfully crazed Amy, and a brash and worldly Joanne. Excellent
performances were given by the ladies playing Bobby's girlfriends: Liz
Armstrong as Kathy, Terri LaPierre as Marta, and Patricia L. Hallowell as
April. Terri La Pierre stood out as Marta, a brash and fun-loving woman with
a unique way of looking at New York. AlsQ notabJe was an excellent dance
solo by Liz Armstrong.
Outstanding musical numbets were Marta's Another Hundred People; about
all the strangers who come and go in New York; Side by Side, a wonderfully
-- -. choreographed number where Bobby's friends ask: "What would we do
without you?"~ and a trio, by Bobby's girlfriends entitled You Could Drive a
Person Crazy, describing the trials and tribulations of trying to get involved
with Bobby. However, all the musical numbers suffered from an insufficient
sound system, occasionally weak voices, and an orchestra that tended to drown
out the performers in spite of the performer's best efforts to project. Alice
Carey, the rehearsal pianist and musicasl director for the show is to be
commended for an excellent job at coaching the performers through. a difficult
Sondhiem :::how.
Good staging by Professor Ramczyk, an inventive set by Arthur Dirks, and
well designed costumes by Julie Sullivan, complete the show and made it a
delight to watch in addition to the performances. The entire production staff
worked hard, and it shows.
Although this is a very difficult show to stage, the Ensemble Theater has
managed to pull it off without a hitch. Congratulations to them and the best of
luck in their future productions. Good show!

rock and slick keyboard arrangements.
Before the band opened their set, Charles Pettigrew said to the crowd, "I hope
vou like dancing like sardines in a can."
There was a huge turn out. Man Ray is
not that big. It is somewhat bigger than
BSC's own RAT. Man Ray is equipped
to handle 500 to 900 customers, but on
this occasion there was 900 plus patrons.
Down Avenue's set would not let up.
the music was constantly dance worthy.
Charles Pettigrew gave the audience
chances to participate twice, first with
Red Light On," second with "Dancing."
Songs like "Girlfriend" and ''Tropics" left
the crowd wanting more. Their set .
reflects that the band is taking off in leaps
and bounds. Each member is creative,
thus their whole set is 100% original.

Movie Reviews
Not your
Pee Wee gets
average date
a 2nd chance
By
Elizabeth Kelly

A Man And A Woman
Presented by the Multicultural Club,
this film won the Grand. Prix at
Cannes in 1966. It tells the story of the
meeting of two people, Anne and Paul,
an~ ~heir grmving AMe.tio~ship. .
. .

By
Mark A very
"Pee Wee's Big Adventure"-A ProReview
I saw Pee Wee's Big Adventure and I
liked it. I admit you must like Pee Wee's
style of humor to appreciate an entire
. movie but I've seen Pee Wee on Letter-

,~--~s• iC1llll!itW811*i"•\M».:Q1,ildi111111,-~~-'~'lirl<!e'.him. His
storv was the symbolic use of color and
black and white film. For Anne, the
present is empty and meaningless;
therefore it is shown in black and
white. In contrast, her memories of her
late husband are vibrant, alive, and
filled with color..
When Paul is with his son, with
Ar.me, or driving, (he is a race car
driver) the film is in color. When he
remembers the past, and when he goes
home to his life, the film is in color.
All in all, an unusual film.

Fat City comes

to BSC
By
Russell Dougherty

Who is it that can do Frank Sinatra
tunes, a cut by James Brown and the
Coasters~ and .throw. in some originals
and wind up with some music so hot
that it compares favorably with preperiod J. Geils? Well, probablytbe
hardest working:band in New England,
Fat City. of course.
With a _newly released album distributed on Rounder Records produced by
the rock/soul/blues legend Allen Toussaint, the band has been cutting loose
in places as varied as New York's
Bottom Line, Boston's Jonathan Swifts
and the··Esplanade Half Shell. Paul
Redmond fronts the band and trades
alto sax licks with· tenor player Dia~
mond Jim Baker, and the sound gets
rounded ou by Joe MicarellLon keys,
John Sullivan on lead guitar, P.J.
Justice on bass, and (the only nonvocalist) John Litwin on drums.
· Remember, watch for Fat City coming
to the Student Union Ballroom on
Saturday, November 2nd at 8:30 p.m.

movie centers around his bike being
stolen and his att~mpts>t_o get it back. The
movie is chuck full of sight gags, sarcasm
and satire. I thought Pee Wee's Big
Adventure was hilarious.
From the opening in which we see Pee
Wee's childhood fantasy room the movie
is fun. Sight gags are as obvious as a giant
toothbrush and as subtle as a bat-pole
(watch closely, he goes down in pajamas
and comes out in a three-piece suit.) On
Pee Wee's quest to get his bike back the
movie sends up satirical parodies of fortune tellers, tour guides, bike gangs,
ghost stories, waitresses and Hollywood.
Pee Wee even ruins a Japanese monster
movie and a Twisted Sister video getting
his prized bike back.
_
The movie was definitely unique in its
style but I think many like myself will find
it to b_e a funny comical film filled with
laughs.

Club Soda returns
By
Elizabeth Kelly
The Rats~ellar hosted comedians
Mike Donovan. Steve Trilling and
Dennis Leary in Wednesday October
23rd's Club Soda f;omedy Night. Mike
Donovan's routine included some terrific impressions of T. V. personalities.
His Johnny Most impression, at the
conclusion of his act, was a favorite of
the Celtic fans in the crowd. Steve
Trilling described his trip to England
and told_ us. he· was waiting fonhe
team of archaeologists working in his
room to find his lost rug. Dennis Leary
gave us the scoop on the Rocky V
movie- Rocky vs. Rambo, should be
interesting. He also had some comments about his favorite pets. He,
doesn't like small dogs- ·~rodents that
have learned to bark":but he can't
pick on big dogs becam~e ..they're
mean."
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The BSC Philosophy Club
and the S.U. Program Committee
present a public lecture by

Dr. David R. Cheney

''Is Happiness Attainable ?"
or

"Succeeding and Failing in the Pursuit
of Happiness''
Tuesday evening, Nov. s· at 7:00 p.m.
in the Formal Dining Room
of the Student Union.
Refreshments will be served.
Informal discussion will follow.

Singing artist Crystal Gayle to appear at Berklee Performance
Centf;Jr.

Crystal Gayle comes to Boston
Crystal Gayle will be appearing at
the Berklee Performing Arts Center in
Boston. Saturday, Novembe~ 9th.
Combining pop. country and blues,
~.:".,;frxa:~iJJsa1:1.artist whos.e . sty..le .in··· ha.rd . ·. · ...

received the same accolade from the
Academy of Country Music three
times. She received a Grammy for her
performance of her multi-million seller,
~~!1. 't. [t M ak.e M.y ..Brown .Eyes Blue. . .
~~~~~•''a~}U•''i'·"•"'''-··stib···nas twice been named "Favorite
diverse as the voice itself.
Female Country Vocalist" at the Ar~erCrystal already has two "Platinim" as
ican Music Awards.
well as four "Gold" albums to her
In Boston, Crystal will be p.erformcrediL She has twice been named
ing songs fron her new album, Nobody
11
0utstanding Female Vocalist" by the
Wants To Be Alone, including her
country Music Association and has
current hit single, A Long And Lasting
Love, as well as many of her past hitsol

.:·Entertainment· annou·ncements
Friday, November 8, from I to 5
p.m.--In celebration of the opening of
its new facility, othe Photographic
Resource Center opens its doors to the
public in an Open House. Admission is
free and refreshments will be served.
Visitors ate encouraged to tour the new
galleries, library, and staff offices in
this newly renovated space. For more
information, call 353-0700.

Autumn,
clear and bright
by
Tom Murphy
Autumn, clear and bright,
With a moonlit, starry night;
Bring summer to an end,
and to winter, we will not pretend.
As the summer falls behind,
For the chance we could not find;
You'll rest assured to know,
The autumn's wind will blow.
And soon the .leaves are gone
Here winter season dawns;
There goes the golden light,
Of autumn, clear and brighL

The performance starts at 8pm ·at· the
First and Second Church, 66 Marlborough Street. Boston. Tickets are $8
and $10. They are available from
Charles River Concerts at 25 Huntington Avenue, Boston. For more information, call 262-0650.

On Saturday, November 2, the
Lydian String Quartet will be performing some classical works, such as:
Beethoven's Opus 18, No. 6, Lee HyJa's
String Quartet, and.·Brahm's Opus 51,
No 1.
Video Visions, a program of experimental video, music video, and video art,
kicks off the "Madefor T.V." Festival on
November I, at the Institute of ~ontem
porary Art. The four-day festival will feature screenings, seminars, and social
gatherings, all focusing on the work of
women in the broadcast/video medium.
The first of its kind, the uMade for T.V.
Festival, ·is ,sponsored· by :the New England ·Chapter of the national organization, Women in Film and Video (WIFV).
Tickets for Video Visions at the ICA:
$6.00 general admission, $5.00 ICA and
WIFV members, students. Available at
the door only. For information about the
ICA screening, can 266-5 I 51.

Professor David Cheney is on the faculty of the Department of
Philosophy and Religious Studies at Bridgewater State College.
Last summer he received a grantfrom,.the National Endowment/or
the Humanities to reasearch ancient Greek theories of happiness
and the good life. He will be teaching"Theorifs of Happiness"this
spring semester.

Sweaters
NATIONALLY KNOWN SWEATE
·MANUFACT:t)RER Wl~L.L ·BE OPE-N

TO THE P<UB.LIC! .

. Every: Thurs •.& Fri 11 :00 a.m.-s·:oo p.m.

Sat. 10:00 ~.m.-2:00 p.m.
Note the new Sat. hours

.30-60°/o off
Retail Prices!

& FIBERS

··The ··sweater Facto·ry· ··outlet
·33 Dover St.
Brockton, Ma. 02401
Follow Main St., Brockton, from West Bridgewater Center.
Take a left onto Dover St. at Savas Variety.
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Bears win MA SC AC field hockey crown
Brid gew ater
gain s bert h in
NCA A Reg iona l
Tou rnam ent

Take that! Karen Frederic o in
for tfi'~'ri~fiJhMff7faft1f!ref1~
hockey team ( 11-1-1 ). Their win over Fitchbur g last Wednes day gave them the 1985 MA
SCA C
conferen ce title.

action

.

,

By
Mike Storey
The Bridgewat er State women's field
hockey team guarenteed themselves a
berth in the 1985 NCAA regional tournament with a 6-1 victory over Fitchburg
State on Wednesda y afternoon. The win,
plus Saturday's 2-1 win over Southern
Connectic ut, raised their record to I 1-1-1
and made them the undisputed champions of the Massachus etts State College
Athletic Conferenc e with a record of 5-00. By being the MASCAC champion s,
Bridgewat er State receives an automatic
bid in the upcoming NCAA Division III
regional tournamen t. Currently, BSC is
ranked #2 in the New England and #9 in
the national coaches polls. Most likely to
be in the tournamen t alomg with Bridgewater State are #7 Bentley College,.# 14
Plymouth State College, N.H., and #15
Salem State College. The Lady Bears will
have played all three during the regular
season. They beat Salem, 1-0, lost to Bentley, 1-0, and play Plymouth State in New

,._,_.~1ffa~hi~eot~W~T"t;~~·f~~,t~~tfa~X~~

·~-

is

accustome d to being in post-seaso n play
as her teams have qualified for either the
NCAA or the Eastern College Athletic
Conferenc e (ECAC) torunamen t the last
seven years ... This season our veteran
BSC, pg.16

Dudek sets record, Bears fall 35- 15
By

Anthony Fagen
Joe Dudek rushed twenty times for 274
yards and 5 touchdown s to power Plymouth State College over Bridgewat er
State College, 35-15. Saturday in Plymouth, N .H. Dudek's lst and 2nd touchdowns tied and broke Walter Payton's
all-division NCAA mark of 66 career
touchdown s in the victory. Dudek tied
Wilbert Montgome ry's all-division intercollegiate mark (70 at NAIA (NaCl
Assoc. for lntercolleg iate Athletics)
school Abelene Christian). Dudek did all
the scoring for Plymouth.
In the first quarter, Dudek took the
ball in fron:i 16 yards out for the first score
-~

of the ball game. C.J. Kerins PAT was
good to make it 7-0. The next time Dudek
got the ball, he scampered past Bridgewater's defense (which was #1 in the
NEFC going into Saturday) for a 58 yard
run for th record breaker. The PAT made
it 14-0, Plymouth. Bridgewater made it
close with a 69-y~rd touchdown run by
Doug Barnard on a blocked pu11t. Gary
Camarillo 's point-after was blocked,
making it 14-6 after one quarter.
Dudek started out the second quarter
with another touchdown of 10 yards for a
21~6 lead. After that TD, Gary Camarillo
powered a 32-yard field goal through the
uprights for a 21-9 lead for Plymouth
State at the half. Although Plymouth

eased their offensive run early in the third
quarter, they let loose again as Dudek
moved in from the 35 and 32 tn the third
and fourth quarters respectively for his
4th and 5th touchdown s of the afternoon.
BSCs only other score came from a 1yard quarterbac k sneak from freshman
Bob Witt in the fourth quarter. The twopoint conversion failed and the game was
history. Bridgewat er's efforts only prod need 13 net yards rushing and 75 total
yards. Bridgewat er now plays 3-4 Westfield State at home Saturday in the home
finale, before their final game of the year
against Massachus etts Maritime in Buzzards Bay on November 9th in the Cranberry Bowl.

,-------------------------------------...-------------------------------------~

Harriers compete in MA SC AC
By.
Joe Reardon
Greg Cornell ran with the pack for
three miles and then decided it was
time, going on to capture the MASCAC Champion ship at Worcester
State College. Cornell's victory marks
the second straight year that a Bridgewater runner has captured the race.
Scott Yakola won last year's race at
North Adams State.
Cornell ran the early miles in a tight

pack which included Fitchburg's Steve
Curran and Bridgewater's Tom Keating, who pushed hard to finish up at
24' 20" for the 4.9 mile course. Greg
began to pull away and never looked
back, going through the tape in 24' 02"
behind Cornell and Keating (who were
named to the All-Conference team).
Tom Esposito finished 16th followed
closely by Tony Cabral and Ed Bontbardier in 17th and 18th respectively.
John Gallagher, Brian Hannon, Gre~

Rodrigues , and Joe MacDona ld
rounded out Bridgewat er's finishers,
finishing third as a team behind Fitchburg and Westfield.
For Cornell, he can now look on
confidentl y at the NCAA Qualifying
meet which will be held in early
November . Keating is beginning to
recapture the form that put him on the
All-Confer ence team in 1983. Look for
Tom to surprise a lot of people over
the next few weeks.

In other NEFC action: Western Connecticut came back from a 17-14 halftime
deficit to beat the Colonels of Curry College in Milton, 35-3 I.
With no time left on the clock, Westfield's tight end Jeff Stackpole caught a
tipped pass at the 35 and raced into the
end zone untouched for a 27-23 Owls win
over Maine Maritime in Westfield.

Plymout h St., 35-15
at Plymouth, N.H.
Bridgewater ........... ........ 06-03..()()-06- l 5
Plymouth St. ........... ...... 14-07-07-07 -35
P-Joe Dudek 16 run (Kerins kick)
P-Dudek 58 run (Kerins kick)
B-Doug Barnard 52 blocked punt (kick failed)
P-Dudek 10 run (Kerins kick)
B-Gary Camarillo 32 FG
P-Dudek 35 run (Kerins kick)
B-Bob Witt 1 run (pass failed)
P-Dudek 32 run (Kerins kick)

N.E. CONFER ENCE
W-L-T
Western Connecticut ..•....•..• .........
Plymouth State ......•.. • .•.........• ..
Bridgewater State. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . .
Maine Maritime ............ .....•..... .
Curry College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . .
Westfield State •.......••. ..•......... ..
Framingham State ........... ...........
Mass. Maritime ............ ..........• .

6-1-0·
6-1-0
4-3-0
3-3-0
3-4-0
3-4-0
3-4-0
2-4-0

West. New En~. Coll. ............ •...... 2-4-0
Nichols College ............ ... , .•...... 1-5-0
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Bears Business

Field hockey hot; Dudek beats Bears
By
.
Mike Storey
··
The #9 nationally ranked Bridgewater
women's field hockey team, coached by
assistant ahtletic director Mary-Lou Thimas, captured the 1985 Massachusetts
State College Athletic Conference championship on Wednesday afternoon at
Swenson Field with a 6-1 trouncing of
Fitchburg State. The victory earned the
Lady Bears an automatic first round bid
in the upcoming NCAA Division III field
hockey tournament. Before their win on
Wednesday, they trounced Worcester
State, 3-0. Goal scorers for the Lady
Bears included Michele Magner (Plymouth, MA.), Sue Larson (Fitchburg,

MA.), and Karen Frederico (Grafton,
MA.). The women lost their first game to
#7 ranked Bentley College, l-O, in a tight
contest. Their vic~ory against Fitchburg
completed their MASCAC Conference
season record at 5-0, with one game this
past weekend at Southern Connecticut
State and tommorrow's action (October
29) at Plymouth State College, NH.
The football Bears bid to spoil Joe
Dudek's day at Plymouth State over the
weekend soured as the Panther running
back rushed for 274 yards and five touchdowns, breaking the NCAA record of 66
career TD's set by Walter Payton, in a
35-15 romp over Bridgewater State. The

record breaker came on a 58-yarscamper
down the left sideline in the first quarter
for a 14-0 Panthers lead. BSC was clawed
by the Panthers defense as they were only
allowed 13 yards total offense, and 75
total yards. BSC hosts Westfield State
this Saturday in the Parent's Day gameat
1:00 p.m. at Swenson Field. This will be
their final home game of the year, before
their 1985 NEFC finale at Massachusetts
Maritime in the Cranberry Bowl.
The Lady Bears volleyball team had a
tough week as they lost three games in the
Smith College Invitational taking 6th
place overall. They came home to get
back on the winning track topping
Assumption, 2-0, but bowed to Regis

By
Anthony Fagen
The old adage is" Another day, another dollar." But this past week's sports pages
looked more like a section out of the New York Times Business Section with the
amount of money levied against players from the National Hockey League and the
National Basketball Association. Close to $10,000.00 plus in fines for people
playing agressively and wanting to pick fights, coaches who want to beat up players
from opposing teams .. .in the words of the late Yul Brenner from The King and I,
"etecetera, etecetera, etecetera."
Bob Lobel put it point blank this past week in an interview with him after his
outstanding lecture at Bridgewater (an special report next week in The Comm_ent),
that there have been "more pre-season basketball fights this year," than last year.
Especially the likes of a Patrick Ewing against a Steve Stipanovich, with Hubie
Brown crying fowl saying it wasn't his player's fault. Ewing could provide a perfect
case study in agressive behavior when it comes to playing basketball for this season.
Although he played the boards wen· in his regular season debut in a loss to
--~i\Wi'"11Mlil11t11.1f111M111D1111n111 i1ltlW4.illifJf X-~B~J4,~,~~µl<l. have easily~been
called for one of a number of calls that he's had called against him at Georgetown.
Fighting and sports aren't worth the $13.00 tickets we buy. So someone wake up
these players and tell them to WALK AW A Y! Otherwise, you'll be seeing more
blood from punches, instead of from floor burns.

The soccer Bears reached the .500
mark for the first time this season with
impressive wins over Eastern Nazarene
(3-0), Massachusetts Maritime (2-1 ), and
1
Framingham State {5-0). BSC .ost a close
contest to undefeated Salem State, 2-0,
who were ranked #2 in New England at
the time. The Bears traveled to Nichols
yesterday (October 27), and host North
Adams State tommorrow (October 29).
More, pg. 16

KELLY GYMNASIUM SCHEDULE
SECOND QUARTER
OCTOBER 28 - DECEMBER 8, 1985

From the Manager'$ Desk

Walk away from it

College, 2-1. The women have one game
left in the MASCAC Conference (tommorrow night's (October 29) home match
with Framingham). The ladies are currently in 2nd place in the MASCAC
Conference.

Pool
Open Time:
Monday/Wednesday ..............."...... 8 am-12 pm, 2-3 pm. 6-10
Tuesday/Thursday ................................. 11-12 pm, 6-10
Friday ................................. 8 am-12 pm, 2-3 pm, 6-7:30
Reserved Time
Varsity Swim Team
Monday-Friday.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... _........ 3-6
Water Polo Club
Monday-Friday ................................................ 3-6

pm
pm
pm

pm
pm

Large Gym
Open Time
Monday ............................................... 8-9 an1, 1-3
Tuesday/Thursday ............................... 8-9:15 am, 11-12
Wednesday .. : ................................................ 8-9
Friday ............... _.... _............. _...... _.... _ 8-9 am, 12-3
Reserved Time

pm
pm
am
pm

Varsity Sports (Basketball, Volleyball)

Monday•Friday·.. ·.•........................:•. " ................. 3·-8 pm
Intramural Programs (Volleyball, Floor Hockey, Indoor Soccer. Basketball)
Monday-Thursday ...................................... _.. 8:30-11 pm
Sunday .............................. , ................ ·........ 7-11 pm
Varsity Games
Volleyball .... ....................................... Oct 29 (7:30 pm)
Women's Basketball ................... .
Nov., 22 (6 pm}, Nov. 23 (6 pm), Nov. 26 (7 p·~): D~~.' 1.(s·~~)·, ·D~~:
~·~)
Mens ~asketball ........... ~.~ .......... Nov: 22 (8 pm), Nov, 23 (8 pm).
Wrest/mg .............................................. Dec. 3 (7 pm)

...,, -

ti (7

ATTENTION!

Small Gym

MEN'S
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
LEAGUE
SIG NU PS
Tuesday,--November 5th
and
Thursday,--Nove.mber 7th

11:00 a.m.
Lobby,-.John J. Kelly Gymnasium

Captains: Bring completed rosters of
seven players or more at the time of ·the
meeting.

Open Time
Monday ............................................. 8-10 am, 12-3
Tuesday/Thursday .......................... 8-9:15 am, 11 am-1:15
Wednesday ......................................... 8-10 am 12-2
Friday ........................................... 8-10 am, 11 'am-3
·
Reserved Time
Varsity Sports (Wrestling, Gymnastics)
Monday-Friday ................................................ 3-8
Intramural Sports (Volleyball, Basketball; Floor Hockey)
Monday-Thursday ................................. '. ....... 9:30-11
Sunday ....... ~ ............................................... 7-11
Aerobics
Monday-Thursday ....................................... 8:30-9:30

pm
.
pm
pm
pm

Universal Weight Room
Open Time
Monday/Thursday ....................................... ·~ 9 am-1 o pm
Friday .................................................... 9 am-8 pm
Sunday ...............................•....................... 6-1 o pm
Reserved Time
3Varsity Sports
Football
Monday/Wednesday/Friday .................................... 2-3 pm
Swim Team
Monday/Wednesday/Friday ........................•........... 5-6 pm .
Weight Training
· ·
To be announced

Free Weight Room

LAST DAY TO SIGN UP: NOV~MBER 7th

pm
pm·
pm
pm

To

be announced - Opens December 1,

1985
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Simmer's burden heavy
By
Bob Hill
There are both positive and negative
aspects to Charlie Simmer performance
in this young season. The positive aspects
are obvious. Simmer has sparked the
Bruins to a tremendous start(5-1-1 ), their
best start since I974, and has kept the
Bruins in second place in the tough
Adams Division. He has also contributed
immensely to the Bruins offensive surge.
which has netted them 35 goals in sev:en
games, the most in the N.H.L.
Unfortunately, Simmer stands alone.
He has been carrying the weight of the
team on his shoulders. If more production is not found in the Pederson, Middleton. Neinhuis line and Simmer
experiences a cooling period, the results

could be disasterous kr the Bruins. Still
worse is the fact that, with the exception
of the Edmonton Oilers, the Bruins have
yet to play a powerful team, and this
dependency on Simmer could have
further repercussions.
Simmer was most instrumental in the
Bruins west coast road trip, where he
scored 6 goals on his line with Keith
Crowder and ken Linesman. The play of
both Crowder and Lnesman have benefited from the hard work of Charlie
Simmer. Barring injury, this could prove
to be the Bruins dominant line as the
season progresses. but one line does not
make a Stanley Cup winner.
The Bruins faced the Rangers in New
York on Sunday, and will face the New
Jersey Devils in New Jersey on Tuesday.

Patriots down Jets
By
Mike Jankowski
1 love it!
The Patriots beat the hottest team in
the A.F.C. last week. The Jets (5-2} came
into Foxboro having won five games in a
row. The Patriots behind the masterly
control!ed Grogan beat these high-flying
Jets; 20-13 in front of a sold out crowd.
The defense did a tremendous job.
once again, including 3 sacks by Andre
Tippett (who received defensive player of
the week).
The offense. however, looked like they
had so much control I almost forgot it
was the Patriots. Grogan's play-calling
was terrific . His stats weren't that impres-

sive; because his receivers dropped about
half of them. The bootleg at the end of the
game was the take of the day, also the
game winner. Craig James had a good
game to. He at one point of the game was
given the ball seven consecut . c plays for
about forty yards. Grogan knew he was
hot and finding the holes quickly.
If any of you Patriots analysts watched
the game last Sunday, I hope you noticed
how Grogan stayed in the pocket and
threw the ball for completions and then
getting knocked down. Eason on those
plays would cover up and fall down.
The Pats looked good against the Jets.
Let's hope it continues!

:.

Good Sport

Reviews for a quiz
By
Doug Mann
Hello sports fans. The Good Sport's
here and I love ya.
Big news of the week; K. C. went
further than anyone expected, at least six
games.
0

Miracle of the week; game winning
RBI in game five by Buddy Biancalana.
0

Pick the Raiders tonight (Monday
Night Football) they have an unbelievable record prime-time record. It's something like 23-3-1.
0

Why did Bruins' Coach Butch Goring
tell us that the team with the most goals
wins the game? I thought we knew that.
D

Couldn't Fridgidaire ruin John Deere
if they took the Chicago Bears formula
for turning a refridgerator into a
bu1ldozer?
D

Are people in St. Louis asking, "Who is
Tito Landrum?" Or are they asking,
"'Who is Vince Coleman?" Or, "Whatever
happenned to Jouquin Andujar, and did
someone leave our bats in L.A.?"
D

NBA preview: Champions - Boston
Celtics. I don't want to say anymore.
Speaking of the Celtics, look who made
the final cut: Rick Carlisle. You read it

here in The Good Sport's column last
week.
D

Quick quiz answer from last week.
Who hit the most career home-runs by a
switch-hitter? Mickey Mantle. Quick
Quiz for this week. What brother pitching combination has combined for the
most wins? Answer below.
D

Get psyched, the Sox seem like they are
going to get rid of some excess luggage,
namely Mark Clear and Jackie Gutierez.
More Sox: What do you think Billy Martin would do when Oil Can Boyd started
spouting off (get it, Oil Can spouting offnever mind).
D

Why would Bobby Cox jump ship
from the AL East Champion Toronto
Blue Jays to the lowly NL West Atlanta
Braves (who incidently, have fired him as
a coach before)? Well, as Liza Minnelli
and Joel Gray told us all in Cabaret,
money makes the world go 'round.
D

Some questions: Will that new center
for the Washington Bullets start a new
trend? Will Earl Anthony be Bowler of
the Year? On Jan. I, will we see the Rose
Bowl, the Sugar Bowl and the Orange
Bowl? Will the Super Bowl be over ten
feet? Will the guy in the boat be tidy bowl
Mann?

BSC takes title
cont from pg. 1 4
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Picture
Place

team on top when the final whistle
players have really taken charge. We've
had fi.ve double overtime.gf),~.i,a;w\Jititli· · 1ial1Mlfi ." . --····'
we were 4-0- J. I feel it was our experience
Senior co-captain Pam Kelle_v of
,,
that got us throug h t h ose games.
Hingham. gave l\~phqughts on the Lad~
When asked of her chances in the
Bears chances in the tourney, 4'We l;ra~e
to be mentally ready to play. I feel with ·
upcoming NCAA tournament Thimas
this year's talent and experience our team
responded, "The four teams that most
likely will be in the tourney will have all
will not take a back seat to anyone."
Final decisions on the tournament
played each other during the regular so
there won't be any surprises. All four
pairings will be made this Thursday
(October 31 ), along with the tournament
teams are very talented and has potential
site. The Lady Bears second season begto beat anyone on a given day. Its defi. nately up for grabs, I just hope we're .,the
ins on Friday (November 1) .

Halloween More Bears business
film sale now
in progress
Cont. from pg. 15

110-24 exp. (100 ASA)

exp. disc (200 ASA)
35mm-24 exp. (100 ASA)
15

$1.80
$1.70
$1.80

On salel
The Student Union
ground floor

Sale ends 10-31-85
"If your pictures aren't becoming to you,
you should be coming to us."

""The men's tennis team finished their The ladies are currently in second place in
fall season with a highly unusual 4-4 draw the MASCAC Conference.
because of darkness in the final doubles
Finally in cross country action, the
·match. The draw left both teams tied for women took a third place in last week's
third place in the MASCAC as well. The MASCAC Championships. Cheryl CorBears ended their season at 4-2-1, their bett came in second place with a time of
best effort in many years at BSC.
18:43 for the 3.2 mile course. The men
The ladies tennis team dropped their came .in third as well with Gregg Cornell
third match 'of the year to rival opponent winning top honors for the BSC harriers.
Southeastern Massachsuetts University, Tom Keating took fourth place to make
7-2. They came back to topple Pine the all-MASCAC team.
Manor College in non-conference play.

Lady Ruggers hang tough
By
BSC Women's Rugb.y Team

amstown scrum, the Bridgewater
scrummers held their. own. With the help
from the backs in· the form of Dawn
The Bridgewater Lady Ruggers tra- Cronin's dynamite wheeels, Bridgewater
veled to Williamstown and play . their evened the score to 6 tQ 6 to end the game.
toughest gameto date last Saturday. Des- Unfortunately, the 10 minute overtime
pite the loss of Kathy White, injured at agreed to by both teams lead to Dawn's
the Brown game, Bridgewater held their· and "Droopy I)rawer's" Annie Drolette's
act together and played their best com- injuries and ambulatory removal from
petitive game, yet.
the field (another Bridgewater Rugger
Williams .made two quick tries in the bites the dust.)
first half, much to Bridgewater's disapAt this point, with no substitutes left
pointment. However, the Lady Ruggers for Bridgewater and still 7 minutes of
rallied to make the score 6-3 with a great overtime left; William~ called the game.
sneak play by scrummers Nancy Joyce Those remaining from Bridgewater werand Suzanne Pinleus.
en't happy with the choice but vowed to
In. the second half, facing a new Willi- beat Williams in a, rematch i_n the spring.

